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"mE STATE OF ^ev fWIPSHIRE
TOIVN WARRANT 1986
To the inhabitants of the Town of Fitzwilliam, in the
County of Cheshire, in said state, qualified to vote in town affairs,
you are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Fitzwilliam
on Tuesday, the eleventh day of March next at seven (7:00) o'clock
in the afternoon to act on the following subjects:
ARTICLE 1. To bring in your votes for the election of one
Selectman for three years, one Selectman for two years, one Treasurer
for three years, one Town Clerk for three years, one Tax Collector
for three years, one Fireward for three years, two members of the
Budget Committee for three years, two members of the Planning Board
for three years, one Trustee of Trust Funds for three years, one
Trustee of the Library for three years, one Nfoderator for two years,
one Cemetery Commissioner for three years, one Cemetery Commissioner
for one year, one Supervisor of the Checklist for six years, and three
Commissioners of Plante Memorial Park for one year.
ARTICLE 2. (by ballot) (by petition) "Shall we adopt the
provisions of RSA 72:37 for the exemption for the blind from the prop-
erty tax? This statute provides that every inhabitant who is legally
blind shall be exempt each year from the property tax on a residence
to the value of $15,000.00."
Polls will open not later than 2:00 p.m. and close not
earlier than 7:00 p.m., or at such later time as shall be author-
ized by vote of the town,
ARTICLE 3. To hear and act upon the reports of agents,
committees and officers heretofore chosen.
ARTICLE 4. To see if the town will vote to appoint a
committee to have charge of the Memorial Day exercises, or take
any action thereon.
ARTICLE 5. To see if the town will vote to authorize
the Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation of taxes.
ARTICLE 6. To see if the town will vote to authorize
the withdrawal from the Revenue Sharing Fund established under the
provisions of the State and Local Assistance Act of 1972 and the
Anti -Recession Act of 1976 for use as set-offs against budgeted
appropriations for the following priority purposes in the amounts
indicated, or take any other action thereon:
APPROPRIATION AMOU>JTS
Highway Department $19,000.00
Police Department $ 5,000.00
Fire Department $ 5,000.00
TOTAL $29,000.00
ARTICLE 7. To see if the town will vote to raise and approp-
riate the sum of $35,000.00 to be combined with funds provided from the
State of New Hampshire for the reconstruction of the Rhododendron Road,
or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 8. To see if the town will vote to raise and approp-
riate the sum of $65,000.00 for reconstruction work on the Royalston
Road, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 9. To see if the tovm will vote to raise and approp-
riate the sum of $25,000.00 for the resurfacing of town roads
(asphalt and grits) , or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 10. (by ballot) "Shall the town accept the pro-
visions of RSA 53-B:l to 11 inclusive providing for the establishment
of a regional refuse disposal district, together with the Towns of
Chesterfield, Harrisville, Marlborough, Nelson, Roxbury, Surr>', Swanzey,
Troy and Westmoreland and the City of Keene, and the construction,
maintenance, and operation of a regional refuse disposal facility by
said district in accordance with the provisions of a proposed agreement
filed with the selectmen."
ARTICLE 11. To see if the town will vote to raise and approp-
riate the sum of $2,343.22 to fulfill the terms and conditions required
by the Ashuelot Valley Refuse Disposal District for new members enter-
ing the district, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 12. (by petition) "To see if the town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of $15,000.00 to restore the sidewalks
which were formerly on Route 119 and Lower Troy Road -- or a part
thereof, each year, until finished --a dirt walk, with curbing, for
protection. We are the only town in the region without sidewalks."
ARTICLE 13. To see if the town will vote to raise and approp-
riate the sum of $200.00 for the support of the Grand Monadnock Arts
Council, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 14. To see if the town will vote to raise and approp-
riate the sum of $1,100.00 to fund the Home Health Care and Community
Services and Meals on Wheels program to the elderly shut-in citizens
of Fitzwilliam as sponsored by the Cheshire Senior Services, or take
any action thereon.
ARTICLE 15. To see if the town will vote to raise and approp-
riate the sum of $1,415.00 for the support of the ^fonadnock Family
Services, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 16. To see if the to\\Ti will vote to raise and approp-
riate the sum of $1,000.00 for the purchase of protective clothing for
the use of the fire department, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 17. To see if the to\\Ti will vote to raise and approp-
riate the sum of $1,800,00 to support the operation of the Meadowood
County Area Fire Department, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 18, To see if the toivTi will vote to raise and approp-
riate the sum of $10,000.00 to estahlish a capital reserve trust fund
for the purpose of purchasing equipment for use of the highway depart-
ment, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 19. To see if the town will vote to raise and approp-
riate the sum of $10,000.00 to be used to start the conversion of the
1976 CMC cab and chassis acquired from C. R. Bard and accepted by the
town under Article 2 of the special to^vn meeting of August 28, 1985
to provide a pumper-reel truck replacement for the 1954 Ford, with
the balance of said conversion to be completed in 1987, or take any
action thereon.
ARTICLE 20, To hear the report of the Budget Committee and
pass any vote in relation thereto.
ARTICLE 21, To see if the town will vote to transfer the
land received by the town from the heirs of Marshall P. Wliitcomb
under Article 11 of the 1977 annual meeting of the town and the land
acquired by Tax Collector's deed from the Mabel Miitcomb estate to
the Conservation Commission, with said tracts of land to be managed
by the Conservation Commission in accordance with RSA 36-A:4 (as
amended) , or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 22. To see if the town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to sell tax deed property, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 23. To see if the town will vote to authorize the
Board of Selectmen to trade, sell or otherwise dispose of any
unusable vehicles or equipment of any of the departments of the town,
or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 24, To see if the town will vote to authorize the
Planning Board to prepare and amend a recommended program of munic-
ipal capital improvement projects over a period of at least 6 years
in compliance with RSA 674:5, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 25. (by petition) "To see if the town will vote
to oppose the burial, storage, transportation and production of high
level readioactive waste in the to\\m of Fitzwilliam and State of New
Hampshire; and to call upon Congress to conduct an independent
investigation with full public participation into the feasibility
and prudence of the US Department of Energy's (DOE's) present plan
to dispose of radioactive waste and into the DOE's competence to
carry out such a plan. The record of the vote on this article shall
be transmitted to the Governor of New Hampshire, the New Hampshire
Congressional Delegation, and to the President of the United States."
ARTICLE 26. To see if the town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to grant a franchise to a cable television company to pro-
vide cable television service in and to the Town of Pitzwilliam in
accordance with RSA 53-C:l-5, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 27. To see if the touTi will vote to amend the
dump- junkyard ordinance adopted under Article 27 of the annual
meeting of the town of 1968 by substituting therefor and adopting
as a town ordinance the provisions of RSA 236:11 and RSA 236:129,
or take any action thereon.
MTICLE 28. To see if the town will vote to adopt the
following ordinance concerning consumption of alcoholic beverages in
public places: "In accordance with the provisions of RSA 41:11 (as
amended), no person shall drink any alcoholic beverage or alcoholic
liquors as defined in RSA 175:1 (as amended), upon any public street,
public highway, public sidewalk, public parking area, public building,
public common, public park, or public recreational area within the Town
of Pitzwilliam without a permit from the Board of Selectmen. Any
person who violates the provisions of this ordinance sliall be guilty
of a violation."
Howard C, Hblman
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The meeting was called to order by Moderator, William N. Prigge at 2PM
for the piorpose of voting on Article I. The results of voting as
follows
:
Selectmen - Catherine Favreau - 3 Year Term
Firewards - Winston A. Wright - 3 Year Term
Mun. Budget Committee-Austin Killeen, Jr. - 3 Year Term
" " " -Reino Lilback- 3 Year Term
" " " -Bruce Potter - 2 Year Term
Trustee of Trust Funds - Lorraine A. Jarvis - 3 Year Term
Trustee of Library - Julia Norcross - 3 Year Term
Planning Board Mem. - Terry Cavadini - 3 Year Term
" " " - Richard Ford - 3 Year Term
Cemetery Commissioner - Carl Baldwin - 3 Year Term.
Commissioners of Plante
Memorial Park - Clyde W. Huntoon, Jr. - 1 Year Term
Plante' MeTn.- Park - Mark Huntoon- 1 Year Term
" " " -Robert W. Dunton - 1 Year Term
The evening meeting opened at 7PM with a prayer by Rev. Lynda Tolton.
Pledge to the Flag by the Boy Scout Troop. Certificate of Recognition
to Edwin 0. Mattson, Jr. Fire Chief for 17 years service. And Certi-
ficate of Recognition to Kurt Schimke, Police Chief for 10 years service.
A gift of the American Flag was given by the V.F.W. and placed in the
Lower Hall.
Linda Kenison spoke about the Friendly Bus that comes to Fitzwilliam.
And the fact that it will come again in the spring when more of the
elderly people can use it
.
Robert Corrette spoke about the Town History and the fact that it will
be ready for piurchase about mid-April.
Article 2 - The reports of the agents, committees and officers were
accepted as written in the town report.
Article 3 - Voted to appoint a committee to have charge of Memorial
Day exercises and the moderator to appoint the committee.
Article k - Voted to authorize the Selectmen to borrow money in anti-
cipation of taxes.
Article 5 - Voted to authorize the withdrawal from the Revenue Sharing
Fiind in the amounts indicated: Highway Dept. $17,96^.
Police Dept. $5,000. and Fire Dept. $5,000.
Article 6 - Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $6,000. for
repairs to the town hall.
Article 7 - Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000. for the
purchase of electronic equipment for the use of Town Officers.
Article 8 - This article was indefinitely postpone to pruchase the
public address system presently installed in the town hall.
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Article 9 - Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $800. and to add
this Slim to the $10,000. from the special money appropriation under
Article 13 passed at the annual meeting of the town in 198U, for the
purpose of pur.chasing a suitable vehicle for the use of the Police Dept
.
Article 10- Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,056. for the
pirrchase of a radar machine for the use of the police dept.
Article 11 - Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $500. for the
development of the town athletic field.
Article 12 - Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,600. to
support the operation of the Meadowood County Area Fire Dept.
Article 13 - Voted to amend this article to read: Raise and appropri-
ate the sum of $1,100. to fund the Home Health Care and Community
Services and Meals on Wheels program to the elderly shut-in citizens.
Article 1^+ - Voted to raise and appropriate the svxn of $1,326. for the
support of the Monadnock Family Services.
Article 15 - Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $200. to support
the Monadnock Arts Council.
Article l6 - Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $200. for the
support of the Women's Crisis Services.
Article 17 - This article did not pass for repairs to the Highway
garage
.
Article l8 - Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000. for the
purpose of purchasing an option on land at the jimction of the Royalston
Road and the Derhy Mill Road.
Article 19 - Amended this article to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,000. for the purchase of protective equipment for the use of the
Fire Dept.
Article 20 - Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $80,000. to
purchase a loader for the use of the highway dept., with the present
highway dept. loader to be traded in as an offset against said approp.
Article 21 - Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,500. for the
purchase of a snowplow for the use of the highway dept.
Article 22 - Voted to raise and appropriate the s\im of $1,500. to
purchase a compressor for the use of the highway dept.
Article 23 - Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $15,000. for
the purchase of asphalt for the resurfacing of town roads.
Article 2U - Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000. for
the purpose of crushing gravel.
Article 25 - Negative vote on this article about procuring and develop-
ing land within the village district to, erect a building to house fire
fighting equipment and to continue to study the status of the village
fire/police station.
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Article 26 - Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000. to te
to the Fire Dept . capital reserve fiind established \inder Article 11 of
the annual meeting of the town in I969.
Article 27 - The budget passed with various amendments and negative
votes in the amount of $6l9,966.
Article 28 - Voted to authorize the Selectmen to sell tax deeded
property and to advertise 2 weeks before the sale in a general news-
paper and post in the toim hall and post office.
Article 29 - Voted to authorize the Board of Selectmen to trade, sell
or otherwise dispose of any unusable vechiles or equipment of any of
the departments of the town.
Article 30 - Voted to authorize the Selectmen to apply for, to accept
and expend on behalf of the town or any dept. thereof, any and all
grants or other funds for municial purposes which may now or here-
after be forthcoming over and above the total appropriation voted by
the town.
Article 31 - (By Ballot) This was a negative vote with the following
results: YES 28 and NO 58. To accept the provisions of RSA 53-B:l to
11 inclusive providing for the establishment of a regional refuse dis-
posal district.
Meeting adjourned at 10:28 PM. All elected officials were sworn in








The Special Town Meeting was called to order at TPM by Moderator,
William N. Prigge. The following was acted upon with the results
heing:
Article 1 - Voted to authorize the Selectmen to give an easement to
the Fitzwilliam Village Water District for the purpose of installing
and maintaining a pipeline from property now or formerly of Laughner
to the town hall, and to authorize the Selectmen to enter into an
agreement with the Fitzwilliam Village Water District to install a
storage tank in the town hall for the use of the District.
Article 2 - Voted to authorize the Selectmen to accept a 1976 GMC cab
and chassis from C.R. Bard, Inc. for the use of the Fire Department
as a replacement vehicle for the present 195^ Ford Pumper-reel truck.
Article 3 - Voted to authorize the Board of Selectmen to convey a deed
without covenants to the former site of the schoolhouse for school
District No. 2 of the Town of Fitzwilliam, and as part of said deed to
convey any rights of occupancy for schoolhouse purposes that said
school district No. 2 of the Town of Fitzwilliam may have in said
property, to Robert P. Methe and Velma J. Methe.






The Town continues to grow, oiir- estimated population is now l805 or
double what it was 20 years ago. The transfer of properties reached
a record of 170 changes for 1985 • Sixty-two building permits were
issued of which 2J+ were for single family dwellings, 3 permits were
issued for manufactiired housing. Real estate values continue to in-
crease which results in a lower equalization value that now stands at
69% for 1985.
During the redecorating of the upper hall it was discovered that the
roof flashing around the chimneys needed to be replaced. While this
work was being done several problems were found on the steeple. One
of the urns was completely off its base and was hanging from the
lightning rod cable. Also the shingles on the 3 levels above the
bell deck needed to be replaced. The gold leaf on the weathervane
and clock faces was pitted and needed to be renewed. The large wooden
ball at the top of the steeple was found to be rotted in the center.
This was wrapped with fiberglass and coated with resin. So starting
from the top the weathervane was gold leafed, the shaft trued up and
painted. The three upper decks were shingled, the clock faces were
painted and gold leafed. Then the entire steeple was given two coats
of paint down to the main roof. What was thought to be a minor repair
turned into a major project.
Solid waste disposal and d\imp operation have been the subject of
numerous selectmen's reports over the years. These subjects have also
been discussed at several town meetings - I986 will be no exception.
At the present time we operate a trash compactor station and haul
our waste to the Jaffrey landfill. We have an annual contract with
Jaffrey to provide this landfill service. However we have no guarantee
as to how long their landfill will remain open. We do know that
environment consideration are more stringent and it would appear to be
only a matter of time before most landfills built under older standards
will be closed.
The town has been a member of an area planning district which is
mandated by State Law. The goal of this planning district is to
arrive at an environmental sound long range plan for handling solid
waste, furthermore the concept is that few towns can arrive at such
a plan all alone hence the district approach.
Approximately a year ago several towns along with the City of Keene
took the next step in the process and established a second district
under the provision of RSA 53B. The purpose for this district was to
implement the solid waste:* planning and establish a facility. We
voted at the I985 annual town meeting not to join this implementation
district.
This year we have again placed the subject on the warrant for your re-
consideration. During the past year there have been many meetings and
progress has been made towards a central solid waste facility. There
is no question in our minds that a facility of some type will be
built and furthermore all of the towns in this area will end up utilizing
it. It is also clear that the facility will be built by the District
established under RSA 53B. Our choice is to either join the district,
pay our dues, and have an input into the plan, or accept whatever
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arrangement we can get later. The Board of Selectmen recommend that the
town vote to join the Ashuelot Valley Solid Waste District under article
10 of the town meeting warrant.
This year we are proposing two major highway projects. Initially we
had planned to reconstruct the Royalston Road from Holman Road to the
state line. Following completion of this project our next goal was to
be the Rhododendron Road. During the past year we met with the State
Highway department and discussed the status of the Rhododendron Road.
According to the RSA's this road from Route 119 to the state park is a
special catagory Class II State Highway. While the legislature estab-
lished this category the state highway has never taken over the road
because it wasn't brought up to their standards. Our discussion covered
a number of alternatives available to us. What we agreed to was a
general upgrading of the road to be accomplished under the direction
of the state highway department. The town to contribute one dollar to
every two dollars from the state, and after completion of the project
the town woiild retain responsibility to maintain the road. This pro-
ject while not next on our list appeared to good to turn down conse-
quently we are requesting the town share of the funding.
Royalston Road has long needed major reconstruction. We don't feel we
can wait another year and are requesting funds to start the project. We
are suggesting that the road be done piece meal and this year propose
to do a stretch from Kemp Brook Road to the Club Pond inlet. We are
proposing to bring shoulders and ciilverts, leaving the resirrfacing for
a subsequent year. We are currently planning to hire a supervisor for
this project so as to not overload the road agent.
The computer system we recommended last year has been purchased and is
in operation. We are very pleased with the overall system and the
transition period has been smooth. In this respect particiolar praise
is due Miss Mary Crooke, Mrs. Virginia Crooke, and Mrs. Jane Wright
who have done the bulk of the work, along with our consultant Mr. John
Leahy. An example of the work this system provides is the property tax
listings and transfers found in this town report. We have also done
the resident tax bills, property tax bills and checklist. Several-
other programs including an inventory of town owned equipment and a
record of town expenditures are in progress. The overall system has
met our expectations in terms of increased accuracy, reduced clerical
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Town of Fl tzwi 1 1 iam, New Hampshire
We have examined the financial statements of the various
funds and account groups of the Town of Fitzwilliam, New
Hampshire, for the year ended December 31, 1985, and have issued
our report dated January 29, 1986. As part of our examination,
we made a study and evaluation of the Town's system of internal
accounting control to the extent we considered necessary to
evaluate the system as required by generally accepted auditing
standards. Under these standards, the purpose of such an
evaluation is to establish a basis for reliance on the system of
internal accounting control in determining the nature, timing,
and extent of auditing procedures that are necessary for
expressing an opinion on the financial statements.
The objective of internal accounting control is to provide
reasonable, but not absolute, assurance as to the safeguarding of
assets against loss from unauthorized use or disposition and the
reliability of financial records for preparing financial
statements and maintaining accountability for assets. The
concept of reasonable assurance recognizes that the cost of a
system of internal accounting control should not exceed derived
benefits and that evaluation of these factors necessarily
requires estimates and judgments.
There are inherent limitations that should be recognized in
considering the potential effectiveness of any system of internal
accounting control. In the performance of most control
procedures, errors can result from misunderstanding of
instructions, mistai<es of judgment, carelessness or other
personal factors. Control procedures whose effectiveness depends
upon segregation of duties can be circumvented by collusion.
Similarly, control procedures can be circumvented intentionally
with respect to the estimates and judgments required in the
preparation of the financial statements. Further, projection of
any evaluation of internal accounting control to future periods
is subject to the risk that the procedures may become inadequate
because of changes in conditions and that the degree of
compliance with the procedures may deteriorate.
Our study of the system of internal accounting control for
the year ending December 31, 1985, would not necessarily disclose
all weaknesses in the system because it was based on selective
tests of accounting records and related data. The study and
evaluation disclosed the no weaknesses which we consider to be
material. The following recommendations were developed from our
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observation of the Town's operations and are not the result of
any spec i a 1 study.
BANK RECONCILIATIONS
Our examination revealed minor variances in reconciled bank
balances and books balance during the year. We strongly urge
that all variances be cleared on a month to month basis. Error
isolation and correction may become unduly time consuming as
subsequent activity obscures the problem. Ultimately control
over cash could be lost.
DEPOSIT OF CASH RECEIPTS
We noted that occasionally an inordinate amount of time
passed between physical receipt of cash and actual bank deposit.
While we acknowledge that the cash receipts are stored in the
Town's safe and understand that the bank is some distance away,
we believe that it is important to deposit cash receipts
immediately. The Town would then realize maximum interest
revenue and might experience fewer bad checks.
TAX COLLECTOR'S LEDGER
During 1985 the Town successfully computerized its tax
billing process. We commend Town officials for the smooth
transition. Many communities have not fared as well. In the
process the Tax Collector's taxes receivable ledger was produced
on plain computer paper. We believe that this ledger would be
much simpler to use if a preprinted form similar to that
formerly employed was provided.
A letter of this nature concentrates on identified problem
areas. We do not mean to imply criticism of Town Officials but
to highlight areas where we believe operating systems can be
strengthened. We wish to express our thanks to the officials of
the Town for their assistance during the course of our audit.
Very truly yours
,




Cash (fund in custody of Treasurer) $1j27,888.00




Total Capital Reserve Funds
Accounts Due to the Town
Due from State
Joint Highway Construction Accounts







a) Le-vy of I98U
b) Levy of I983











Fund Balance-December 31, 198U
Fund Balance-December 31, I985











Accounts owed by the Town:
Bills Outstanding 16,^51.00
Unexpended Balances of Special Approp^ 39,883.00
Pine Grove Fund 1+50.00
Conservation Commission 128.00
Unexpended Revenue Sharing Funds 23,1+1+1.00
Performance Guarantee (Bond) Deposits 1,170.00
Due Fire Department Capital Reserve 10,000.00
School Districts Taxes Payable 1+01,192.00
Total Accounts Owed by the Town












Property Taxes - I985 $ 982,7^+8.00
Resident Taxes - I985 9,190.00
Yield Taxes - 1985 U,8ll.00
Property Taxes - Previous Years li+8,i+09.00
Resident Taxes - " " 850.00
Land Use Change Tax 1,1^0.00
Interest Received on Delinquent Taxes 19,1+71.00
Penalties: Resident Taxes IO7.OO
Tax sales redeemed 72,09it.OO
Boat Taxes 356.00





Reimb.a/c State-Federal Forest Land
Forest Fire











Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 105,1+11.00
Dog Licenses 1,631.00
Business Licenses, Permits & Filing Fees 3llt.00
Building Permits I+8O.OO
Total Licenses and Permits 107,836.00
CHARGES FOR SERVICES
Income From Departments
Rent of Town Property
Cemetery Lot Sales

















Withdrawal from Capital Reserve
Trust Fund Income





New Trust Funds received during year
Proceeds of Tax Anticipation Notes
Yield Tax Security Deposits
Total Non-Revenue Receipts
Total Receipts from All Sources




































Other Public Safety Expenses







General Highway Department Expenses 1^9,886.00
Street Lighting 7,129.00


























Parks & Recreation 8,951.00
Patriotic Purposes 517.00
Grand Monad. Arts 200.00
Total Culture & Recreational Expenses 20,513.00
DEBT SERVICE
Interest Expense - Tax Anticipation Notes
























Sports Field Capital Reserve
Total Operating Transfers Out
MISCELLANEOUS







Town Officers' Salaries $ 13,000.00
Town Officers' Expenses 21,000.00
Election & Registration Expenses 1,500.00
Cemeteries 5, 800.00
General Government Buildings 15,000.00
Reappraisal of Property 3,000.00
Planning & Zoning 500.00
Legal Expenses 8,000.00







Meadowood Fire Dept. 1,600.00
HIGHWAYS, STREET, BRIDGES
General Highway Dept. Expenses 150,000.00
Street Lighting 7,500.00
SAi^IITATION
Solid Waste Disposal 38,500.00
HEALTH
Health Dept. VNA/HHCS 5,277-00
Animal Control 1,300.00
Meals on Wheels 1,100.00
Monadnock Family Services 1,326.00
Women's Crisis Center 200.00
WELFARE
General Assistance 5,000.00
Old Age Assistance 10,000.00
CULTURE AND RECREATION
Library 10,8U5.00
Parks & Recreation 8,000.00
Patriotic Purposes 500.00
Parks & Precincts 700.00
Grand Monadnock Arts Council 200.00
DEBT SERVICE
Interest Expense - Long Term Bonds & Notes 27,500.00
CAPITAL OUTLAY





Capital Reserve Funds-Fire Dept. 10,000.00
Road Oil -Highway 15,000.00
Plows-Highway 3,500.00
Compressor-Highway 1,500.00
















National Bank Stock Taxes 25.00
Yield Taxes 3,000.00
Interest & Penalties on Taxes 15,000.00
Inventory Penalties 1,500.00
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES-STATE
Shared Revenue-Block Grant 25,6U8.00
Highway Block Grant i+ 3, 586. 00
Railroad Tax I6.OO
Reimb.a/c State-Federal Forest Land 225-00
LICENSES AND PERMITS
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 85,000.00
Dog Licenses 1,200.00
Business Licenses, Permits & Filing Fees 300.00
CHARGES FOR SERVICES
Income From Departments 2,000,00
Rent of Town Property 500.00
Sale of Town History 5,000,00
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
Interests on Deposits 15,323-00




Revenue Sharing Fund 2T,96U.00
Fund Balance 8l,260.00
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS
Total Town Appropriations 619,966.00
Total Revenue and Credits 360,827.00
Net Town Appropriations 259,139-00
Net School Tax Assessments 763,200.00
County Tax Assessment 131,^83.00
Total of Town, School and County 1,153,822.00
DEDUCT Total Business Profits Tax Reimb. U8,215.00
ADD War Service Credits 10,800.00
ADD overlay 3,976.00
Property Taxes to he Raised 1,120,383.00
TAX RATE BREAKDOWN
Town
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
DECEMBER 31, 1985
DESCRIPTION
Town Hall, Lands & Buildings
Furniture & Equipment
Libraries, Lands & Buildings
Furniture & Equipment
Police Department, Lands & Buildings
Fire Department, Lands & Buildings
Equipment
Highway Department , Lands & Buildings
Equipment
Materials and Supplies












TOTAL VALUATION BEFORE EXEMPTIONS ALLOWED
Blind Exemption (k)
Elderly Exempt ion ( 38
)
TOTAL EXEMPTIONS ALLOWED





































New England Power Company








No. of Owners (23)
No. of Acres 239-5,
Forest Land
No. of Owners (I85
)
No. of Acres 12,689-5
Wild Land
(1) Unproductive
No. of Owners (1I+)
No. of Acres 61+1
Wetland
No. of Owners (l)
No. of Acres I+7
Total Nijmber of Individual Property Owners in Current Use l82
Total Number of Acres Taken out of Current Use During Year 1+39
Total Number of Acres Exempted Under Current Use 13,6l7
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
FISCAL YEAH ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1985
-DR-
Uncollected Taxes - Beginning of Fiscal Year
1985 198i+
Property Taxes $ 1^+8,522.00
Resident Taxes 1,650.00
Yield Taxes 75.00
Taxes Conunitted to Collector :
Property Taxes $1,115,91^.00
Resident Taxes 10,720.00
Land Use Change Taxes 3,985.00
Yield Taxes U,8ll.00
Added Taxes:
Property Taxes 7, 781.00
Resident Taxes 820.00 90.00
Overpayments
:
a/c Property Taxes 301.00
a/c Resident Taxes 10.00
Interest Collected on Delinquent
Property Taxes: 236.00 7,677-00
Penalties Collected on Resident Taxes 23.00 8H.00
Yield Tax Interest SU.OO 11.00
TOTAL DEBITS $1 ,li+i| ,38^+. 00 $ 158,UlO.OO
-CR-




Land Use Change Tax
Interest Collected During Year
Penalties on Resident Taxes
Yield Tax Interest




Uncollected Taxes - End of Fiscal Year:
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes







SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS




Balance of Unredeemed Taxes
Beginning Fiscal Year $30,550. $21,117-
Taxes Sold to Tovn During
Ciirrent Fiscal Year $66,905.
Interest Collected After Sale l,8lU. 3,073. 6,576.
TOTAL^DEBITS $68,719- 33,623. 27,693-
-CR-
Remittances to Treasurer During Year :
Redemptions 37,527 lU,ll6. 20,^51.
Interest After Sale 1,81^+. 3,073. 6,576-
Deeded to Town During Year U77. i+58. U23.
Unredeemed Taxes-End of Fiscal Year 28,892. 15,976. 2i+3.
Over/Payment for Tax Sale 9-






End of Year December 31, 1985
1983 LEVY
Barnes, Nicholas A. Bal. $ 21.83
Durham, Frederick & Bevely 573.66
Oilman, Richard E. 69^*. 22
Koehler, Ann 1,635.62
Hart, Paul Bal. 66I.56
Meserve, L. Owen, Jr. & Sally D, 1,5^2.32
Meserve, Sally D. 170. 06
Notle, Susan 266.50
Noble, Susan Bal. 195.69
Webber, C. Richard 962.59
Whipple, Henry W. , sr. Bal. 5^9-37
Whipple, Richard 56.8i+
Patch, Howard & Patricia 268.60
Arnold, John B. Trustee 1,9J0.28
Carlson, Raymond & Shirley 675.35
Fitzwilliam Bldg. & VJater Corp. 3,562.ii5
Hayes, Gary (Gibbons) Bal. 118.21
H. Harvey Inc. Jk2.hh
Hurst, Jane E. I87.88
McGonagle, Robert & Irene 29-58
Koehler, Ann 397-5^
Mandra, George & Norma 1-28 26i+.88
Soly, Joseph & Patrice 2i4lt.U9
Paquette, "Rene & Mary 1-91 2^^»^9
TOTAL $ 15,976.00




Bailey, Donald Bal. $ 786.73
Bailey, Donald 299.50
Barnes, Nicholas 125.69
Collins, Robert 73^+. 95
Corbin, Richard 1,0^3.2^+
Desrochers, Patricia 1.031.7^+
Duguay, Mary J. 115.2^*
Duguay, Mary J. & Lesley 908.it2
Dunton, Bruce & Nancy 255. iiU
Durham, Frederick & Bevely 621.01+
Fish, Norman M. 1+13.07
Oilman, Richard E. 721.36
Hart, Paul 728.68
Martin, Francis & Marie Bal. 195.16
Meserve, L. Owen, Jr. & Sally D. 1, 615.92
Meserve, Sally D. 186.30
Morin, Ida E. 617.90








Webber, C. Richard 1 000.39
Whipple, Frank I3I+.62
Whipple, Frank 1+02.62
Whipple, Henry Wc , Sr. 882.30
Patch, Howard & Patricia 278.26
Annis, Stephen 152.86
Arnold, John B. Trustee 1,985.86
Carlson, Raymond & Shirley 701.51
Fitzwilliam Bldg. & Water Corp. 3,968.30
Hayes, Gary (Gibbons) 595.96
Hancock Homes, Inc. l6l.22
H. Harvey, Inc. 771.52
Otto, Wendy Bal„ 61+. 91




Paquette, 'Rene & Mary I-9I I36.II+
Rankin, Harry G. Bal. 31+.77
Soly, Joseph & Patrice 25I+.23
Frank, Daniel Trustee 1-1+3 26O.5O
Trueax, Bradley J. & Kathleen 25I+.23
TOTAL $28,891.97







Annis, Stephen & Anna
Arnold, John P. Trustee
Bailey, David & Susan
Bailey, Donald
Barnes, Nicholas
Baughman, Richard & Clyde
Beranger, Kevin
Brackett, Donald H.
Breed, Allan P. Trust
Briggs, Glenn & Joanne
Brogan, Nicholas
Bullock, Benj . Ill & Frances
Bullock, Richard B.
Burdett, Sanford & Joyce
Burkhardt, Anne Helene
Bush, Warren
Carlson, Raymond & Shirley
Carter, Gregg
Cartwright, James E.
Chase, George D. Estate
Coburn, Gene F. & Sandra D.
Collins, Robert & Catherine





Crouch, Lyle A. & Joan
Cumings, Shirley & Cheryl
Currier, LaFayette & Myrtle
Curtis, Roland A., Jr.
Cynewski, Edward P. & Linda










Dick, Kenneth & Sharon
Donahe, Ronald
Donaldson, Charles P. et al
Draper, Dean & Elaine
Duguay, Mary J.
























































Dunham, James R. & Sandra
Dunton, Bruce & Nancy
Dunton, Lewis
Durham, Frederick & Bevely
Ear ley, Thomas J.
Farinoli, Altieri
Fichtel, Thomas & Dagmar
Figelski, Walter & Betty
Fish, Norman & Pauline
Fiske, Geroge et al
Fitzwilliam Bldg. & Water Corp.
Fleming, Lynda
Foden, Stanley & Patricia
Foster, Joseph A. & Gladys E.




Goddard, Arnold & Rachael
Goodnow, Richard A.
Goodwin, Leon II & Michelle












Hewitt, John & Mary




Holman, Rosalie & Kathleen
Holmes, Mildred E.
Hongisto, Walter E. & Modena
Hooper, Richard & Avis
Jean, Robert & Lucinda J.
Kennedy, Brian & Helen
Kokell, John & Joy
Lafferty, John
LaFontaine, Ray & Kathy
Laraba, David, Sr. & Odell E.
Larder, John J.
Lawrence, Carolyn J.
Lawrence, Dale & Rebecca
Lawrence, Keith
LeBlanc, Oscar & O'Brien, Nancy
Lilback, Eino & Reino
Lilback, Eino J. Estate


























































Lively, Daniel & Nancy
Lovelace, Richard et al
Mahon, David & Sandra
Mandra, Joseph
Martin, Beverly
Martin, Francis & Marie E.
Mattson, Aune S.
Mattson, Edwin G. & Shirley
Mattson, Edwin 0.,Jr. & Sandra
Matulich, B. Alan
May, Jeffrey & Sheila M.
McCarthy, Philip & Helen
McCulla, Thomas & Beverly
McElaney, Alfred & Beverly
McHenry, Thomas & Jane
McMahon, Robert & Irene
Meattey, David R.
Meattey, Theodore
Merriman, Joseph & Janice Barr





Moore, John & Irene
N.H. Acres, Inc.
N.H. Acres, Inc.
Niemela, Ralph & Helen
Niemela, Ralph & Grace




Noury, Richard & Dorothy
O'Brien, Nancy A.
O'Neil, Paul & Maureen
Ogilvie, David K.
Otto, Wendy
Paquette, Rene' & Mary J.
Patch, Howard & Patricia
Patch, Richard & Nancy
Patch, Robert & Kathleen
Piggott, Donna
Pino, Salvatore
Ralowicz, Stephen & Phillip
Rankin, Harry G.
Ridabock Peter & Virginia
Ridabock, Peter P.
Riley, John & Sheila
Robidoux, Edward, Sr. & Cora
Rumrill, Robert & Deborah
Russell, Dorothy & Raymond
Russell, Leah


























































unpaid Property List Continued
Silverman, Terry $ 1,138.00
Smith, Ramona 794.00
Soly, Joseph & Patricia 293.00
Songer, Keith 89.00
Spezzaferri, Robert & Eliz. 266.00
Spoon , Raymond & Judith 447.00
Streeter, Harold, Jr. 200.00
Terner, John & Ann 63.22
Thompson, Peter 203.00
Thompson, Sylvia 724.00
Toupin, Gerald & Linda 270.00
Tousley, Charles & Doris 978.00
Trueax, Bradley & Kathleen 237.00
Walton, John B. 1,702.00
Waterman, Charles & Mildred 583.00
Webber, C. Richard 945.00
Wells, Bruce 92.00
Wentzell, Richard 166.00
Whipple, Frank D. 370.00
Whipple, Henry, Sr. 831.00
Whipple, Henry Jr. 1,293.50
Whipple, Richard 39.00
Whitham, Wesley C. 179.00
Wilson, Walter & Roberta Mills 145.00
Willard, Robert 164.00
Zajack, Robert 101.00
*Gagnon, Anthony & Eileen 723.00
TOTAL $135,765.00
*The total printed here represents the total as of December 31, 1985,

























































Raymond W. Nye, Jr.
Joseph L. O'Brien, Jr.
Nancy O'Brien
Glenn A. Patch
Robert J. Patch, Jr.





































Jane R. Wright, Town Clerk































































































TOWN OFFICERS EXPENSES CONTINUED
F. Massin Ins., Bonds
N.H.M.A.
S.W.N.H. Reg. Planning Conm.
Carey, Vachon & Clukay






U.S. Post Office "
N.H.MA., Supplies


















N . H . M . A . , Unemployment Fund
N.H.M.A., Health Trust
Kirschner Ins., Fleet Policy














N.E. Tel. & Tel.
AT&T
Town of Jaffrey
S.W. Solid Waster Management




























































Granite State Business Forms
Richard Sherburne
BiValue Sales





National Institute of Justice
S.W.N.H. Dist. Fire Mutual Aid System






Nat. Assn. of Police Chiefs
Daniel's Village Barn
Dunbar-Nunn
Treas., State of N.H.
Lawrence Somero











International Police Chief Assn.
































































Bill's Oil Co. , Inc.












































































































Bill's Qil Co. Inc.















































R. C. Hazelton, Inc.
Dyar Sales
Anchor Industries





















































































Patriot Flag & Banner
Lillian Exel, Wreaths











G.A.A. P. & W.
Bell, Falk & Norton
Advertising & Regional
S.W.N.H. Reg. Plann. Comm.
ARTS COUNCIL
Grand Mon. Arts Council



















Fire Dept. Protective Equipment
CRUSHING GRAVEL
Treas., Cheshire County













































The Fitzwil 1 iam Fire Department responded to 144 calls
in the period from December 1, 1984 through November 30,
1985. These included 4 structure fires, 13 chimney fires,
8 brush fires, 7 motor vehicle accidents, 11 Mutual Aid calls,
2 car fires, 92 rescue calls, and 7 miscellaneous calls such
as automatic fire alarms and smoke investigations. Rescue
calls and motor vehicle accidents are at no cost to the town
and involved almost 1,000 personnel hours. This does not
include training and meeting time.
EQUIPMENT
The 1978 Ford and 1965 International pumpers are in
good condition although we have encountered some difficulty
in securing parts for the International. The 1978 Mack
tanker is in good condition as are the rescue and forestry




The 1954 Ford pumper-hose reel has been taken out of
service. Thanks to a very generous gift by USCI-C.R. Bard,
we now have a 1976 CMC cab and chasis. We had asked the
Budget Committee for $22,000 to convert this vehicle to a
new pumper-reel truck. The Committee has recommended
$10,000 for this purpose with the balance of the project to
be completed if funds are awarded in 1987. Although the
Budget Committee has had many demands for capital projects,
we had hoped to accomplish this modest project in one year
with the full amount requested. To have proceeded with the
purchase of a new vehicle to replace the 1954 Ford might
well have cost four to five times the amount of this project.
Although we would have preferred to have the entire
$22,000 requested for this project, we would request your
support for the $10,000.00 allocated in Article 19 of the
Warrant. We would also request your support for the $1,000.00
appropriation for protective gear.
We also requested a $10,000.00 sum for Capital Reserve
toward the purchase of a new class A pumper when the Inter-
national is retired. This was not approved by the Budget
Committee
.
Again this year the Board of Selectmen worked on the
concept of upgrading the Village Police-Fire Station. This
project will not be before the voters, however, we urge the
town to continue considering the needs of the Police and
Fire Departments in the village area.
Respectfully Submitted,
Edwin 0. Mattson, Jr., Chief
William N. Prigge, Assistant Chief FIREWARDS
Winston A. Wright, Deputy Chief
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE ELLIOT INSTITUTE OF FITZWILLIAM
Statement of Receipts & Disbursements
for the year ending December 31 » 1985
FUNDS IN BANKS ON DECEMBER 31, 198^
Checking Account
SECURITIES AT MARKET VALUE ON DECEMBER 31, 198^
100 Bell South $ U, 900. 00
100 Southwest Bell 8,550.00
121 Chemical NY Trust 5,^90.00
102 Bank of Boston 6,375-00
90 Sears Roebuck* 3,510.00
25 Texaco 750.00





*Adjusted for stock split,
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POLICE DEPARTMENT REPORT I985
1985 was a year marked by unprecendented tragedies in Fitzvilliam. Six
persons died, 5 in traffic accidents and 1 in the fall of a young man
from a ledge at Webb Quarry. The traffic accidents occurred on Fullam
Hill Road, Route 119 (Rindge Road) and Route 12 (Winchendon Road) re-
spectively. In each instance, the victims had no apparent chance. Don't
ever forget that it could happen to any of us; don't let your guard down!
The Highway Safety Program instituted at last year's Town Meeting, calls
for a kO% increase in enforcement as the means to reduce our climbing
accident rate by 20^. Thus far we have not been able to sustain the
enforcement effort because of demands elsewhere. Yet, we have still
been able to reduce accidents after 6 months into the program. There
were k9 reportable accidents, with 22^ involving injury. Most occurred
on Route 119, while those on town roads and Route 12 were relatively
even. Road conditions were the chief cause of accidents, followed by
driver violations and inattention.
Our most significant accomplishment was, again, the successful investi-
gation of crimes, with most serious cases cleared. 51^ of reported crimes
were cleared. Property crimes continue to be the most prevalent (71%)
and we cleared U2^ of them. 31^ of the cases we investigated were
felonies, h^fo misdemeanors, 1^% violations, and 3% were others.
We made 6U custodial arrests, 35 were traffic related. k9 adults and 15
juveniles were arrested. Interestingly, 53^ had been drinking liquor or
were intoxicated by a substance when arrested; not to mention the portion
that were in that condition when they committed the offense. The inescap-
able conclusion (not surprisingly) is that substance abuse is a signi-
ficant factor of anti-social behavior around here. lU^ of the arrests
were for felonies, 3^% were for misdemeanors, and 52^ were for violations
or status offenses.
As I have reported to you before, we place emphasis on responding to
service calls, investigating crimes, and traffic enforcement; in that
order. 1,099 calls for service, our primary duty, were received and
handled last year. We drive approximately 51,000 miles on our 2 vehicles,
made 682 traffic stops, and made 1,T6T property inspections,
I am offering no new ideas for this year, just improvements on what works.
This means developing more active part time officers, more responsive and
effective animal control, and a continued effort toward improved effici-
ency. In spite of this "nothing new" approach, costs have dramatically
increased. The Fair Labor Standards Act, which has previously not applied
to public safety employees, now applies effective April 15, I986. The
FLSA provides for certain requirements like those of private sector em-
ployees, such as a maximum number of hours worked, overtime, etc. Some
towns have coped with this change with staggering budget increases. We
are trying to comply through other ways. This is largely because of the
town's police officers, who recognize the burden to you and are going
above and beyond to keep these costs down.
The matter of a suitable home for the police is being debated again. We
are not able to service the public on a second floor, we have no means
of escape, and our stairway is a potential liability. We have no place
for discrete conversation, interrogation, or privacy. Your suspicions,
fears, and confidences are open to anyone there. We have no means of
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detaining someone. This all means only that we shoiild be on ground level
with a suitable floor plan, not that we need something grand. A func-
tional facility is the most valuable piece of equipment in our business.
Please keep the issue under consideration.
I wish to thank all those who helped and supported our department through-
out the year. Much of o\ar success is due to the great relationship we
have with our community. Don't ever think of your call as being a















Other (Disorderly Conduct, Possession of Drugs,
Possession of Liquor, driving offenses.




Brush cutting, roadside mowing and removal of dead trees was done on
many roads including Gap Mt . , Scott Pond, Jock Page, Perry Road, East
Lake Road, Tempi eton Tixrapike, Angier Road, Old Coach Road, Holman Road,
Lower Tempieton Road and Rhododendron Road.
Culverts were cleaned or replaced, ditching work, patching and grading
was done throughout the town.
Stone sealing was done on Upper Troy Road (l.T Miles), Fullam Hill
Road (3 Miles), Holman Road (l.3 Miles), for a total of T.^ miles.
Equipment repair, general road repair and the care and upkeep of the





1 - I98U Chevrolet one ton
1 - 1981 Ford L-8000 dimip truck
1 - 1976 Ford F-750 dump truck
1 - 1985 J.D. Front end loader
1 - J.D. Road grader
1 - 10-12 Ton Huber roller
1 - Highway pickup sander
2 - Highway V-Box sanders - five yard
3 - Good roads snow plow
2 - Tenco snow plows
1 - Frink snow plow
1 - Road sweeper
1 - York rake
1 - Steam cleaner

















TOWN HISTORY COMMITTEE REPORT
The committee wishes to thank all those who helped to make this up-
dated town history a reality.
As with most works of this nature, there are bound to be errors and
omissions which are not caught in time. Those errors and omissions
have been noted and placed on record for future history committees
and historians to review.
Sales of this history have moved along well for the first year of
sales. It might be noted that Norton s Town History, which covers
the first period took some 60 years until the last ones were sold,
and today they bring a high price if one can be found for sale.
New Hampshire Profiles Magazine of July 1985, in its book review
section gave our up-dated history an excellent review. For those
who wish to purchase an up-dated history, they are available at the
Town Clerk's office during regular clerk hours.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert Corrette, chairman
SALE OF TOWN HISTORY BOOKS
Report as of 12/31/85
INCOME
632 books @ $16.00 - $10,112.00
Shipping 158.00
Bank Interest 55.82
PLANNING BOARD REPORT I985
This has been a busy year for grovth in the town. The Board has reviewed
37 requests for subdivisions, and 6 requests for site plan review, some of
which are still to be resolved.
The Board is in the midst of reorganizing the town Land Use Ordinance
to meet the ongoing needs of the town. The revised ordinance will be
ready for Town Meeting I98T.
The board will also be updating the Town Master Plan and help from the
public would be greatly appreciated.
The Board meets twice a month on the first and third Mondays at JFM at
the town hall. The first meeting of the month is for general planning
issues and specific planning work. The second meeting is for public
hearings and continued old business.
Notices of the agenda are placed in the town newsletter and at town hall.
The board would appreciate anyone having business with the Board to give
us a call prior to the meeting so that their item may be placed on the
agenda
.
I would like to thank all those who have helped this past year.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert W. Brown, Chairman
TOWN HALL AGENT REPORT I985
The town hall was opened free for the following organizations; the
Elliot Institute, the Fitzwilliam preschool, the Federated Garden Clubs
of America, the Emerson School PTO, the Board of Adjustment, the Planning
Board, Historical Society, Fitzwilliam Recreation Committee, Fiddlers
Choice Music and Friends of the Old Patch Place.
The town hall was opened at charge to Judith Golden, Sherry LeBlanc
and Jim Baldwin one time each for a $20.00 fee each and the Trinity





REPORT OF THE LIBRARY TREASURER 1985










































Balance on Hand December 31, 1985
















Interest (W.O.W. account) 37.26
TOTAL RECEIPTS 78?. 26
Disbursements - I985
William Connelly - mowing common 30.00
William Connelly - Roto-tilling paths,
labor and supplies 50.00
Hamshaw Lumber, Inc. - railing & screws 35.71
Arbor Niorsery - mowing common 172.00
Village Barn, Troy - 2 new flags II9.9O
N. Ayers - railing supports 8O.OO




Balance on Hand - January 1, I986 $ 826.68
Respectfully submitted,
Shirley H. Connelly, Treas.
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FittwilliaiD District NursinR Association, Inc
Because of the many recent changes in health
care funaing, the roie the tiitzwilliam District
Nursing Association has haa for a number of
years in the aelivery of home health services
to our town residents is changing. The organ-
ization will no longer be InvolveO in the fund-
ing process for these services; the town will
deal directly with the provider organization,
Home Health Care ana Community Services, jveene,
N.H. Our district nursing organization, a group
of local volunteers interested in supporting
nursing ana health care in i-itzwilliam, will
continue to iaentify those in need, to link
those needs with services and to spread the
word that someone aoes care and wants to
help.
We hold a blood pressure clinic on the 2na.
Wednesday of every month, loan meaical equip-
ment (canes, walkers, hospital beds, wheel-
chairs, commodes) to local residents, provide
rides to medical appointments when neeaed. The
Christmas Baskets Program continues to be the
major annual activity, supported by the energy
of many volunteers and the aonations of local
inaividuals and businesses.
F D N A. 1983-86
President: Maureen 0. Brown
Vice-President: Laureen Lafond
Recording Secretary: Ruth Graves
Corresponding Secretary: Betsy Krisch
Treasurer: Kitty Doty
Board Members: Callie Lawrence, Jean Castles,
Joe Tardiff , Lucien Vianey, Vera
Townsend
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FITZWILLIAM DISTRICT NURSING ASSOCIATION
Treasurer's Report January 1, I985 to December 31, 1985
GENERAL FUND
Bal. Jan. 1, 1985: CCSB NOW ACCT.
#9187661+ $ 160.37
CCSB GAIN ACCT.
Haskell #7032163 735.32 $ 895.69
Receipts
Town Appropriation
Trustees of Trust Fund - Haskell Fund
Donations





Monad. Coram. VWA - Services
Donations/Gifts
Expenses re Blood Pressure Clinic




Balance Dec. 31, 1985:
CCSB NOW Acct. #918766!+
CCSB GAIN Acct. /Haskell #7032163
NAUCY COX FUND




Balance Dec. 31, 1985
CCSB GAIN Acct,
VITAL STATISTICS





































































































Robert J. Theall, Sr.
Diane M. Trombley












































































































Richard A. Pelto, Jr.
Sherry A. LeBlanc



















































































Bertha S. Grier Keene

























Ande-soni Karl H.i Jans L.
Angler, Ruoert L.i Elizabeth 6.
Anoior, Pupprt L.S Susan 5.
Anni5. Steohen W.4 Anna N.
An=?rt. J.^Iart 6 Jennifer A,





!=rra. San'ord L.S Sharon A.Casuell
Jolle;, John A.i Wenda W.
forreville, Richard A




Bro«n, "Frederick O.t K.Benhain




Chafe. Richard I Francis
Chaiffer, Idura A.
Chase. Ronald L.J Katherine L,
Coles. Gert'ude L.
Condoi'inii'ji Associates
Coon, "eith W.4 Beth U.
Corbin, Francis X,







CurJdu, Ste^f.en M.i Nancy M.
[".ifff. Urea
D'jsleasei Dennis R.& Sandra L.
E-el, '-ilhsn J.
Fenn, Ab^oU T.
Finn, Jn=5Ph A.?. Kargaret E.
Fitz'iiillian Conservation Corn.
f-lefino, Lynda N.
Fnsteri Jaoes J. 4 t'argie A.
"^risbie. Claire L.P.




Gr?f.Jr.,Geo'?B L.S Lilly H.
Green, Ray'ond C.
Green, Rayriond C. Trustee
Gross- "larc L.4 Jeannette H.Heinel
Hallett, Frances G.
J^arvinaton. Jr. .Robert N.






111. •Sohn C* Dorothy A.
Jo^es. Sarr'Uel F.t Barbara L.
JrducU. Anijony U'.4 Catherine M.
Kane, Ruth 1.
Kennedy, S^'eila C.
Kent, Jr., Donald W.J Deborah T.
•'ent, Jr. Donald W.t Deborah T.
Kottte, Cheryl L.
LadesM, Rollande 4 Brian Deline
Lafterty, John
La-Jtiere, John P. 4 Gretchen K.
La-.ender. Ed.C.4 Shirley A.
Lavione, Richard L.& Shirley L.
Le Mane, Robert A.
Lord, Thomas A. 4 Agnes E.
Lyroe-g, John W.
r.ir<, J.L.4 J.F.et al
*)andra, Anthony G.4 Glenda F.










Easton Safe Deposit & Trust Co.
Fleiiiing, Linda M.
Merrill, T.M.S A. 4 R.Thoft.PSon








'.'?;on, Herbert J.& Edith M.
V99ly, Ca-ol A.
'.'5'i' HiFPshire Acrss
'liclerson, Rnbe>-t L.l Kathleen
Nic'. les. Harry p..!, Dobres E.
h'lesela, Raloh {• H.elen
Nie-ela, PaUh !.>.' Grace H.
f.'oMi. KenneU. t L\;a A.
Olson, E'lc t'.i Elaine V.
0:;i;?n, Charles 4 Parbara
Paki?r, Arthur L.
Fa>i < Sons, Inc.
Pari pr, Ui Ihehiina E.
Pa'seJ;;. Donald W. » Linda
ParselU, Donald '4.(i Linda
F?tten< GeorQe F.i Lise J.
Fel'-ey, Michael S.4 Leonard R.
Fecpornan 11, A.L.J- Fonnie R.
"lante. Harold E.
Potter, Prnce S.t Althea E.
^risqp, W:i.N. (Annie faJ Holman)
^roclo, David W.
PijtnaTi. Pruce D.4 Dorreen R,
Putney, Roger A.
Pytlil, Charles t Alberfine
Rich, Arlen? M.
Pob=rt;, Jane W.
RobichjL'd, Robert C.& Constance A.
Pobidou'i.Sr. Ed.J.& Cora L.
Roche, JaTes J. (Joseph F.
)
Rodrio'jes, Sandra A.
I'n.jssof.i, J.A.I. G.& ^^Jrray, L.& E.
Rnn-.sau, J. A. 4 G.4 Murray, L.i E.
Rush, Gary L.
Sable. Charles E.
Schiifl e. Caroline E.
Sch'iiindt, Wayne 4 Sheila
S'sa.Sr. Morris F. J F.4 E.Cipriano
Snitht H.Leonard & Bonnie E.
Strovbridge, Edirard P.& Jane A.
S'jieeney Opal A.
Whitteniore, Margaret M.
G & 6 Junlyard & Used Cars, Inc.
Erutto, Charles M.4 Jeanne M.
Aldsuwth, Richard P.
Linsley, Donald D.4 Jo-Ann M.
Morgan, Jr. Carl E.& Patricia A.
Potter, Bruce R.4 Althea
Wilson, Walter i R.E.Mills
Vecere,Doininic 4 Sylvia
Niemela, Michael F.4 Carol E.
Burle, Thonias F.4 Kathleen A
Coolidge. Donna M.
Hunter, William R.4 Betty
Hamilton, Jr., Stanley & Melissa
BoardJian, Randy M.4 Amy E.
Little, Robert J. 4 Cindy L.
May, Darryl F.4 L.C.Quinn
Murbach, William T.4 Mary C.
Oja, Sally G.
Parker, Wilhelmina & Thomas F.Parker
Ibelle, David E.4 Linda J.
Lafferty, John
Serpa, Jeanne A.
Pelkey, Michael S.4 Marie A.
Ixendall, Winters M.4 Alice
Bateman, Richard C.4 Phyllis V.
Nickerson, Ronnie A. 4 Lorelei A.
Kenney, June B.4 F.4 J.Baldiiiin
D'Arienzo, Joseph G.4 Page V. Else
Trase Construction, Inc.
Rocheleau, Martin C.4 Carol Ann
Sanderson, Scot H.4 Charlotte B.
Davenport, Ed.L.i L.H.Houell
Merrifield, B.Kenneth
LeBlanc, Oscar J. 4 Nancy F. O'Brien
Robirioux,Jr. Ed.J.i Shirley A.
Angier, Wallace F.& Emeline L.
Foster, Dale
Murray, Leo P. 4 Elaine M.
Rousseau, J.Arthur 4 Genevieve J.
Christensen, Dennis S.4 Diane K.
Uoodard, Virginia
Davis, T.W.
Laun, Andrew D.4 Patricia M.
Goodwin II, Leon 4 Michelle
Noyes, J. Nicholas 4 Emily
Neacofib, Paulette 4 Louise Schinke




Ux Collector (Habel Hhitcombl
Taylor, Stanley H.i Donna R.
lerhune, Frank H. i Carolyn 6.
The Larder, Inc.
7Koiiri>;on, tarbara L. (Hiqginsl
Tor.mla, David F.
Tonsils, Felix U.
To'jDin, Gerald Jt.ti Linda J.
Tuc^er, Paul P.I Louise 6.
Van den te=«t,Jr. Jan H.
V8U9^, PayJiond E.S Rita E.
tiear, Florence Ella I Stephen E.
Uelc^, James E.
M^oeler, Raujiond N.
MMoole, Daley E.I Catherine S.
Tovn of FitzdIliM
NAME
Abramo.et al, Salvatore J.
Ackerman, Ellen







Allison III , William & Gail
Ames, Jonathan
Amick, Cecil M.
Araodeo, Violet & Harold
Amsden et al , Elizabeth C.
Anderson, Robert H.& Janice
Anderson, Robert H.
Anderson, Henry A.& Annie S.
Anderson, Henry A
Anderson, Henry A.& Annie S.
Anderson, Dean S.






Angier, Rupert L.& Susan G.
Angier, Wallace & Erne line
Angier, Wallace F.& Emeline
Angier, Rupert L.& Susan G
Annis, Stephen W.& Anna M.
Ansart, Mark J.& Jennifer A,
Arnold, John P. Trustee,
Julian P. Brown
Arsenault, Fransis & Aurore
Ascenzo, Emidio 0.& Lillian
Asselin, Robert J.
Aube, Roger & Rita
MAP
NAME
Aukstikalnis, Jack R.& Paul R.
Aupenn, Jean G.& Elizabeth L.
Austin, Donald S.& Marion R.
Ayers, James & Marjorie
Ayers, Daniel J.& Marjorie H.
Baab, Henry J.
Baab, James H.& Pauline M.
Bailey. David B.& Susan W.
Bailey, Donald
Bailey, Donald M.
Bailey, David B.& Susan W.
Baker, Daniel P.
Baldwin, Jessie
Baldwin, James S.& Paula C.
Baldwin, Fred & Jessie
Baldwin, Evelyn M.
Baldwin, Fred A.& Jessie
Baldwin, Carl E.
Baldwin, James S.& Paula C.
Bail, Douglas E.8 Dayle T.
Bank of N.E., G.Beals Trust
Baraw, Stephen & Carol Ann
Baraw, Stephen J.& Carolann 1
Barnes, Nicholas
Barnes, Lennox D.& Grace
Barretto Granite, Corp.
Barrus , Charles W.
Bartlett, Betty
Bash, James H.
Bassett, Howard C.& Karen M.
Bateman, Richard & Phyllis
Bateman, Frank E.
Bateman, Christopher E.
Bateman, Richard C.& Phyllis
Bateman, Hilda R.& Richard C.
Bateman, Jr., Richard C.
MAP
NAME MAP LAND BLDG
Bates , John B.
Bauer, Roger L.& Barbara
Baughman, Richard A.& Clyde W.
Baughman, Clyde W.& Barbara
Beal , John E.
Beal. John E.& Richard W.
Bean, Edward & Suzanne




Beauregard, Roderic E.&Judy E.
Beers, Daniel C.& Susan J.
Beers, Charles A.& Catherine R.
Bellamare, Robert E.8. Arlene M.
Bellette, Leo
Bemis, Daniel H. & Estella
Bemis, Daniel H.a Estella
Bemis, Daniel H.
Bemis, Daniel R.& Susan K.
Bemis, Daniel H.
Bennet, Walter T.& Margaret A.
Bennett, Charles L.
Bennet t , Trustee , Gail C.
Beranger, Kevin











Bigelow, Lawrence G.& Eva H.
Bill , Louise H.






















































NAME MAP LAND BLDG
Bishop, James R & Zillah
Bishop, Eileen L.
Bishop, James R.& Zillah
Bissell . Marilyn P.
Blake, Donald C.& Jeannette M.
Blakely D.Stuart,
Doctors Serv. Bureau LTD
Blanchard, Joan M.
Blanchette, Raymond




Borghesi, James V.8, Dennis P.
Boston S Maine Corp.,
Bosworth, Roger & Eleanor
Bosworth, Isabelle
Boucher, Roger R.& Lucien P.
Boucher, Raymond W.& Elizabeth
Bourne, Jr., William H.
Boutin, Maurice G.& Lorena A.
Bowers, Peter J.
Boyce Heirs, Fred R.- Dons D.
Braade, Hans B.& Ursula
Brackett, Donald H.
Brackett, Robert L.
Bradshaw, J.Alfred & Nan
Breed, Trust, Allan P.
Brewer, Paul L.& Kyoko
Briggs, Glenn A. & Joanne




Brooks, Roger H.& Beatrice T.
Brown, Florence A.
Brown, Marjorie C.
Brown, Clyde A X Raylene A





Brutto, Charles M.& Jeanne
Bryant , Doris B.
Bryden, Norman M.8 Janina
Bullard, Curtis R.& Shirley
12,57
NAME








Burdett, Sanford & Joyce
Burkhardt, Anne Helene
Burns, August C.
Burt, Howard & Shirley




Buss, Howard F.& Jane M.
Butler, William D.




Cabot, Lawrence T.& J. Mariner




Calnan, Charles R.& Bella M.
Calorio, James & Roberta
Cammarata, Rocco 8. Louise D.
Campanella, Robert J.& Rita S,
Campbell, R.W.J. 8, Lillian I.
Cantua, Raymond F.& Shirley
Carey, Edwin J.& Edith R.
Carley, Edmund F.& Dorothy
Carlson, Raymond B.& Shirley
Carlson, Louis E. & Miriam E.
Carlson, Louis E.& Miriam E.
Carrier, Louis D.& Joyce G.
Carron, Lester & Vivian
Carson, Robert F.& Ruth E.
Carter, Gregg
Carter, Richard H.& Carol E.
Carter, Frank A.X Ladonna
Cartier, Michael & Audrey
Cartwright, James E.
Casey, Lawrence J.& Vera
Cassely, Peter M.& Nancy D.
Castles, G.Richard & Jean G.
Cavadini, Kenneth E.8, Evelyn
Cavadini, Terry & Carolyn M.
Cece, Michael E.8. Concetta
MAP
NAME MAP LA^^ro BLDG
Chafe, Richard & Francis
Chafe, Edward 8. Karen L.
Chaffee, William K.
Chaiffer, Edward A.
Chaplin, Stanley W.& Joanne P.
Chaplin, D. Reed & Minnie C.
Chase, Grahame
Chase, Harold F.
Chase, George W.& Robin V.
Chase Estate, George D.
Chase, Jr., Howard E.
Chase, Sr., Howard E.
Chenard, Viola M.
Chouinard, Lena













Collier.Sr .Admin. , Robert E.
Collins, Walter E.S, Frances
Collins, Robert & Catherine
Comeau, Maurice R.
Connelly, Shirley H.
Connelly, David E.& Vivien
Conners, Joanna
Conover, Charles K.& Sharon J
Constantino, Demetrius &
Lorraine E.










Corrette, Robert J.& Louise D.
Corrette, Robert J & Louise
Corrette, Robert J.& Louise D.
Cossette, Roland F.S Mary L.
Courtemanche, Robert





Crawford, Charles P. & Ruth B
Crawford, Robert C.
Crawford, Charles P.& Ruth B.
Crenshaw, James R.& Janelle P.
Criniti, Joseph
Criscuolo, Vincent P.&
Ma r i 1 yn J
.
Crocker, III, Kendall F.
Cropper , Cindy L.
Crouch, Lyle A.& Joan M.
Crouch, Charles W.&
Catherine B.
Crowley, Francis J.Si Dorothea
Crutchley, Donald 0.
Crutchley, Donald 0.8. Barbara B
Crutchley, Donald 0.&
Barbara B.
Cuccinello, Lorenzo J.& Olga F.
Cumings, Shirley E.
Cumings, Shirley E.& Cheryl A.
Cumings, Allen H.
Cumings, Shirley E.
Cunningham, Robert A.& Cynthia
Cuomo, Gene E.& Maureen K.
Cur ran, John R.
Currier, Lafayette G.& Myrtle
Curtin, Mark A.
Curtis, Roland A.& Beth N.
Curt is, Roland, &
Linda Cucchiarra
Cushing, Jeremiah M.







D'ArJenzo, Joseph G.& Page Else
Dahl, Frank A.& Lillian B.
Daley, Daniel L.& Mary S.
Daley, James T.S Carolyn A.
Daley, Jeanne S.
Damon, John R.& Beverly F.
Damon, Edwin L.S Phyllis B.
Damon, Clayton, Bernice, Br lan
Damon, Clayton H.& Bernice R.
Damon, Evelyn M.
Damon, Clayton H.& Bernice R.
Damon, Brian K.
Damon, John R.& Beverly F.
Damon Realty Co., .
Dando, William S.& Janet L.
Daub, Horace L.
Davenport, Ed 8> L. Howell
Davidson, Edith G.
Davis , Edith L.




Davis, Jr. , William H.&
Sandra M.
De Masi, Andrew J.& Gail K.






Decatur, Thomas B.& Lucile
Decatur Estate, Verne M.
Decker, Howard E.& Eleanor M.
Delaney, Everett C.
Delongchamp, Roger D.& D. Jean
Delory Estate, Margaret M.




Derby, Paul L.& Marsha M.
Derby, Lawrence E.& Dilys J.
Derby, Stanley E.
Derby. Jr . , James V.
DesJardins, Calvin P.
Despres, Theodore 0.& Marilyn
Desrochers, Peter & Patricia
Devin, Robert A.& Elizabeth I.
Deyo, Gary H.8, Judith A.
Dick, Kenneth A.& Sharon G.
Dickenson, Kennin D.& Marsha A.
Dickinson, Thelma J.







Donaldson, et al . Charles P.






Draper, Dean C.& Elaine
Dresser, Gardner H.& Barbara
Drinker, Susan A.
Drudi, Gary W.& Kiraberly Vitali
Drugg, Jeanne F.S Herbert A.
DuBois, Bernard & Lorraine F.





























Mary J.S Lesley E.
Norman R.J.& Melody K.
Ronald G.
et al, John,& Barbara
, Kenneth S.& Nancy N.
James R.& Sandra J.
Wayne R.& Linda M.
Gladys B.






Dunton, Stanford T.& June
Dunton, Charles F.& Patricia
Dunton, Walter A.
Durham, Frederick F.& Beverly
Durr, David H.& Carol
Dussault, Joseph & Florence
Dwinell, Richard J.
Dyckman, Dennis V.& Julia Y.
Eckberg, John E.
Ehrich, Robert W.& Ann
Ellis, David B.& Beverly B.
England, Lynne
Ernst, Roger A.
Exel , Lillian J.
Eyles, Alfred R.& Patricia M.
Fair, Sterling J. 3, Ethel D.
Famosi, Margaret & Reynold





Favreau, Robert & Marilyn
Favreau, Arthur G.& Bertha V.
Favreau, Francis A.& Catherine




NAME MAP LAND BLDG
Fennell, James F.& Margaret 8,16 » « 19825 54150
8,16 Mtt . 10150
Ferguson, Andrea & Eleanor 32,15 tt 9050 52650
Ferguson, Duncan & Barbara A. 1,2 ft 8200
Fernandez, Santiago & Rose 42,1-30 M« 7000 3800
42,1-49,65,66 Mt» 21000 6800
Fey, Laurel B. 20,8 « 6867 2816
Fichtel, Thomas W.& Dagmar 7,27 » tt 5250 27850
Figelski, Walter G.& Betty A. 42,1-10 Mtt 7000 4050
Finn, Joseph A.& Margaret E. 42,1-18 Mtt 7000 4150
Firmin, Horace B. 32,12 tt 9000 31150
Fish, Norman M.& Pauline 10,48 Mtt 7700 11550
Fish, Robert B. 1,1 * tt 1875
Fisher, Robert R. 8,24 it 26150
15,50 tt 2300
Fisher, Barbara A.& Steven 12,41-1 tt 8250 25900
Fisher, John H.& Virginia M. 7,42 » tt 11850
Fiske, Francis & Jane L. 18,10 h It 75
18,9 » tt 675
18,20 * tt 17000 63350
Fiske,Jr., George F.& Barbara M 11,63 It 27400
Fiske,Jr.et al, George F. 11,58 tt 22350
Fitzgerald, Ronald H.&
Barbara G. 34,5 tt 8050 31350
32,2 tt 9150 45250
Fitzwilliara, Conservation Corp. 15,3 * tt 5000
Fitzwilliam Bldg. , &
Water Corp. 32,7 U 15000 131500
Fitzwilliam, Conservation Corp. 15,3-3,5 It 9200
Fitzwilliam Swim, Club, Inc. 23,16 It 12500 7050
Flaherty, Michael J. 35-29,30 tt 9000 15200
Flanagan, Harry G.& Patricia M. 42,1-91 tt 3500 875
42,1-90 tt 7000 2250
Flanders, Albert 7,7 Mtt . 9650
Flanders, Albert E.& Mary L. 32,13 It 4500 42700
Fleet, Norman L. 36,9 It 7850 21050
Flemming, Lynda 35,37-1 It 8000
Fleur De Lis Camp, . 10,59 tt . 1500
20,17 It 82600 37800
3,14 It 31750 171600
Flook, George L. 7,7 Mtt 6150
Florence, Viola 28,25 tt 2800
Flynn, Mrs. Leo A. 2-1,2 tt 2400
Foden, Stanley J.& Patricia E. 42,1-25 Mtt 7000 2300
Foley, Alice J. 6,17-5 It 7400 34150
Foley, Mike 7,7 tt . 4050
FoUansbee, Harper & Patience 13,5 tl 17550 4600
9,16 tt 2500
FoUansbee, Harper 13,6 It 11200 53700
Fontaine, Herve R.& Gladys L. 8,47 tt 10050 24000





Forte, Steven W.Deirdre E.
Fortin, Paul R.& Phyllis A.
Fortin, Robert F.& Mane Hill
Foster, Joseph A.8, Gladys E.
Fournier, James D.& Brenda
Fournier, Francis H.& Theresa
Frampton, Edward A.& Joan A.




G & G Junkyard , .
Gagne, Kerry P.& D. Chapman
Gagnon, Anthony R.& Eileen
Gale.Sr.et al , Charles
Garland, David W.
Garland, Florence 0.
Garland, Donald M.8. Phyllis T.
Gartner, John W.
Gaseau, Ann K.
Gatcomb, Albert G.& Joanna P.
Gates, Scott M.
Gates, Paul R.






Geilfuss, James J.& Janet M.
Gemborys, Walter & Christina
George, Justin W.8 Mabel M.L.
Gerrior, John B.& Barbara G.
Giacobbe, Ronald A.& Grace C.
Gill, Brian C.& Valerie T.
Gill , Brian C.& Valerie
Gill, Brian C.& Valerie T.
Gilman, Richard E.
Gilmore, Lewis D.& Mary G.
Girard, James
Goddard, Arnold R.& Rachael E.



























































Goodwin , Leon I
.
Goodwin II, Leon & Michelle
Goodwin, Jr., Russell G.
Gordon, Robert J.
Gould, Melrose A.& Kathryn
Gouslin, Roger A & Linda J.
Gove, Maureen L.
Grab, Michael D.& Lola
Grabarz, John P.& Patricia A.
Grabinski, Stanley E.
Graf, Jr., George L.& Lilly H.
Graf, Jr. et al, George L.
Graham, Gary H.& Alice P.
Grant, Shane & Diane
Grant, Lloyd W.& Helen
Grant, Phillip L.& Anita M.
Gravel, Donald F.













Griffin, Leonard C.& Ivy
Griffin, Shirley L.




Guion, Arthur C.& Bethany E.
Gurdak, John A.
Gustafson, Alan A.& Judith B.
Guyette, Glenn J.& Judith P.
H. Harvey Inc . , .
Haapala, Aili M.
Hadsell, Timothy & Barbara W.
Haeberle, Henry & Kathryn
Hagglund, Mary




Hamelin, Francis A.& Irene
Hamilton, Curtis T.& Sheila A.
Hami 1 ton, Jr . , Stanley & Melissa
Hancock Homes, Inc.,
Hancock, II, James H.
Hancock. II, James H.
Hancock, II, James H.
Handy, Jr., Roy E.& Shirley L.
Hanninen, John H.& Brenda L.
Hanninen, Mary A.
Hannon, James F.& Myrtle E.




Harkins, Robert W.& Nancy L.
Harlamert, Leroy & Joan P.
Harrington, Robert N.
Harrington, Richard






Haskell, Howard E.& Lois P.
Haskell, Marguerite S.
Haskell, Howard E.& Lois P.
Hautanen, Brian J.& Donna
Hayden, Gerald D.
Hayes, Gary
Haynes, Nathaniel P.& Robin
Haywood, Edward F.
Heald, Gary A.










Hersom, James A.& M.Patricia
Heselton, Ruth






Hill , Eleanore M.
Hill, Jon P.& Randy B.Questad
Hill, Howard H.& Patricia J.
Hill, Atle A.





Hi rschberger , Lenice
Hoag, William




Hollman, William & Joyce H.
Hoi man, Lloyd K.
Holman, Bertha M.





Holman, Rosalie A.& Kathleen
Holman, George W.
Holman 1983 Trust, .
Holmes, Mildred E.





Hongisto, Walter E.& Modena
Hongisto, Eino E.
Houpt , Freda B.
Howel 1 , Leona




Howell, Walter A.& Barbara A.
Hoyland, Gustave J.







Hunter, William R.& Betty




Ibelle, David E.& Linda J .
Ibelle, Alan D.
I Ig , Dorothy Ann
Ingram, Flora B.
J & R Trust, c/o J. Ilg 8.
R.Raitto
Jackson, Joseph J.8. Barbara
Jacobs, Arthur J.& Kathryn
Jacobs, Francis B.
Jacobs, Roland




Jarvis, John A.& Lorraine A.
Jean, Robert F.& Lucinda J.
Jobbagy.Sr., Francis & Mary
Johnson, Agnes J.
Johnson, Arthur L.& Alice J.
Johnson, Carl H.& Agnes J.
Johnson, Bruce
Johnson, Jr., Russell
Johnson, Jr., Arthur L.&
Carol ine
Jonas sen, Aune M.
Jones, Samuel B.& Barbara L.
Joy, Lester F.& Janice R.
Joyce, Robert F.& Phyllis E.
Judycki , Anthony W.
Judycki, Frank










Keith, Marguerite & Bonnie H.
Kelly, Paul L.
Kelly, Judith A.
Kelly, Jr., John J.X Patricia H.
Kendall, et al , Frank




Kenney, Ralph & Madeline
Kenney, Harold T.& Arlene L.
Kenney, et al, June B.
Kent, Jr., Donald W.X Deborah T
Khoury, Brian W.
Killeen, Austin J.& Anne
Kinney, David & Christine
Kiritsy, Charles B.& Anna
Kiritsy, Charles A.& Virginia
Kittredge, Philip M.8,
Barbara J.
Knight, Matthew P.& Carolyn L.
Knight, Martha J.
Knight, Bruce & Joan
Knowlton, Paul & Marie
Koehler.Jr., Theodore
Kokell, John & Joy M.
Korjeff, Gregory M.& Alice
Korjeff, Michael G.
Korpi, James N.& Margarete
Koski , Irene N.
Koster, Peter J.
Kottke, Thomas & Cheryl L.
Kozloski, John
Kozloski , Jr . , John
Kozuma, Roger T.& Doris M.
Krisch, David A.& Margaret E.
Krumbiegl, Herbert & Phyllis
MAP
NAME
Krunklevich, Edward M.& Carole
Kuhlraan, Mary E.
Kustosz, Henry W.& Susan
La Chance, Kenneth H.& Esther
La Fave, Robert L.& Patricia
La Fontaine, Francis R.
La Pan, William
La Pierre, Emery L.& Judith H.
La Quire, Peter & Marion




Lafave, Scott & Theresa
Lafferty, John
Laflamme, Larry & Shannon
Lafond,Jr., Henry A.
Lafreniere, Harry J.S Eleanore
Lang, Ralph F.
Lapsley, Joseph A.& Ramona J.
Larder, Robert J.
Larson et al, Joseph S.
Latour, Martin
Laughner, Aymer V.& Patricia
Laughner, Lois T.
Lauziere, John P. 8, Gretchen
Lavallee, Sheri
Lavender, Edward C.
Lavigne, Richard L.& Shirley
Lavoie, Gerard J.& Ella
Lawn, Andrew D.& Patricia
Lawrence, Frank & Hazel
Lawrence, Carolyn J.
Lawrence, Frank & Hazel
Lawrence, Dale & Rebecca
Lawrence, Keith E.
Le Blanc, Robert A.








Lewis, Walter V. & Dorothy W.
Lewis, William H. B.
Liberty, Jack F.& Laura E
Liberty, Jack F.& Laura E.
MAP
NAME
Lilback, Eino & Reino
Lilback, Reino M.& Carolyn
Lilback Estate, Eino J.
Limauro, Marino & Mane
Linderman, James L.
Link, Susan S.
Linskey, Donald D.& Jo-ann M.
Linton, Robert & Margaret R.
Litchfield, Eva P.
Little, Robert J.& Cindy
Little Monadnock Post,




Longever, Dana R.& Karen




Love, David M.& Elaine R.
Lovelace, Richard & Debra






Lymberg, John & P.Bateman
Lymberg, John W.
Lynch et al, Donald F.





Mack,et al, Joseph & Josephine
Mackey, Ruth S.
Mackey, James F.& Beatrice
MacLean, Wayne A.& Rita E.
Mahon, David R.& Sandra T.
Mahoney, Daniel & Cheryl
Main, Howard L.
Main, Wi 1 1 lara H.
Maki , Sulo A.
Mandra, George & Susan
Mandra, Joseph
Manhoff, Harold , Mi Idred ,& Ira
Marchetti, Karin
Mark Edwin, Enterprises
Marsh, Sheldon & Florence
Marshall, Richard L.& Claire L.
Marshall, Richard & Joyce
MAP
NAME
Martin, Robert J.& Teresa M.
Martin, Francis & Mane E.
Martin, Dons C.& Joan E.
Martin, Levi F.& Gertrude
Martin, Barry J.& Eliz.Bnggs
Martin, Beverly
Martin, Josephine P.
Martin, Edward C.& Sieglinde
Massin, Francis C.& Elizabeth
Massin, Charles C.& Susan M.
Massin, Francis C.& Elizabeth
Mattson, Edwin G.& Shirley
Mattson, Aune S.
Mattson, Jr., Edwin 0.& Sandra
Matuiich, B.Alan
Maurer, Philip L.& Elizabeth
May, Warren H.& Linda J.
May, Marion A.
May, Jeffrey L.& Sheila M.
Mayer Molding Corp., .
Mazaleski, Edward B.&
Lillian B.
Mazur, Leonard T.8, Margaret
Mazzochi , Richard G.& Leslie G
Mc Ardle, Margaret A.
Mc Cann, William J.& Betty C.
Mc Carthy, Philip M.& Helen
Mc Carthy, William J.&
C. Bartlett
Mc CuUa, Thomas S.& Beverly
Mc Gill, Helen
Mc Gonagle, Robert & Irene
Mc Grath, Martha
Mc Hugh, Judith A.& Thomas J.
Mc Kenney, William A.&
Mary Ulrich
Mc Laughlin, Bertram B.
Mc Mahon, Robert F.& Irene P.
Mc Nutt, Donald L.& Iris B.
McElaney, Alfred A.






Meattey, Darryl D.S Janet
Meattey, Tynne S.
Meatty, Theodore
Mellin, Wayne S.& Cheryl A.
Melvin, James G.S Mabel
MAP
NAME
Menard, Richard A.& Joanne
Menard, Mitchell & Elsie




Merrill , Alan C.
Merrill, Theodora M.
Merrill, Alan C.
Merriman, Joseph & Janice Barry 9,18-3
Meserve, Sally D
Meserve, L.Owen & Sally D.
Methe, Michael A.& Nancy C.
Methe, Michael A.& Nancy
Methe, Robert P.& Velma J.
Methe, Brenda
Metzger, J.Hayes & Katherine
Metzger, Frank J.
Meyer, Rev. Eugene W.
Michaelson, Frank A.& Joan
Michelson, Carl
Michelson, Wayne H.& Elaine M
Milano, Joseph A.& Alice T.
Miller, John D.& Elizabeth
Millett, Charles E.& Mary V.




Monadnock Lifetime Products, .
Monahen , Tom
Monether, Peter C.& Anita
Moore, John R.& Irene B.
Moore, Norman & Elaine
Morey, Ronald W.& Lecia
Morey, Kenneth H.
Morgan, Carl & Patricia
Moriarty, Francis J.
Morin, Ida E.




Morrison, John D.& Alice E.
Morse, Daniel C.
Morse, Donald R.& Elizabeth A.





Mosseau, James P.& Irene J.
Motta, Joseph
Moulton, Alan R. & Ellinor L.
Mowry, Wesley I.& Charlotte P.
Mullen, Isabelle M.
Murou, Kalvin & Ingrid
Murphy, Robert A.& Janice L.
Murphy, John S.
Murray, Leo P.& Elaine
Musmon, Barry L.& Barbara A.
Myer, Alan G.





Nevins , Frank C
.
New Eng.Tel .& Tel.Co. , .
New Hampshire, Acres, Inc.
Newcomb, P.& L.Schirake
Newman, Victor & Louise
Nickerson, Ronnie A.&
Lorelei A.
Nieber, Donald L.& Fay E.
Niemela, Ralph R.& Helen E.
Niemela, Ralph, Helen & Ralph J.
Niemela, Ralph J.& Grace M.
Niemela, Ralph R.& Helen E.
Niemela, Michael F.& Carol E.





Nolan, Martin W.& Denise
Nolan, Jr., Matthew J.& Mary B.
Norby, Steven A.X David J.
Norcross, F. Paul
Notti, Kenneth & Lisa
Noury, Richard F.& Dorothy H.
Noyes, Emily Trowbridge
Noyes, J. Nicholas & Emily
Nye, Jr., Raymond W.& Nancy C.
O'Brien, Nancy A.
O'Brien, John S.S Mary
John E.
James J.& Frances M.
O'Day, Marie




NAME MAP LAND BLDG
O'Neil, Paul E.& Maureen L.
Officer, Harold & Violet
Ogilvie, David K.
Oja, Sally G.
Olson, Nathan J.& Lorraine H
Olson, Francis B.
Olson, Eric M.& Elaine V.
Olson, Richard F.& Tania
Olson Estate,
Carl E.c/o Kellstrand
Oman, Ralph H.& Noreine D.




Page, Norman 0.& Helen
Paquette, Rene J.& Mary J.
Park & Sons, Inc.
,
Park & Sons Inc
. , .
Parker, Thomas F.& June
Parker, Wilhelmina E.
Parks, Corey S.
Parsons, Robert A.& M.Barbara
Patch, Howard & Patricia A.
Patch, Richard A.& Nancy J.





Paul, Richard C.& Alice M.
Paulin, Clarence J.& Elizabeth
Pearson, Frederick J.
Peck, George





Pelkey, Reginald L.& Gloria
Pelkey, Ann I .
Pelto, Alte & Rita M.
Pel ton, Donald
Pepperman, Authur L.3i Bonnie R.
Perkins, Lillian
Perry, Edythe & Calvin, J.Price
Pespisa, Frank J.& Barbara
Peters , Mary L.





























































































































































NAME MAP LAND BLDG
Peterson, Malcolm M.& Shirley
Phelps, Roger W.& Constance
Phillips, Elizabeth P.
Piggott, Donna
Pinkerton, Abraham & Norma I.
Pino, Salvatore
Plante, Harold E.
PI ante, Emil J.
Poholeck, Paul & Rose
Pokorny, Joel M. & Vivianne S.
Polack, William & Mary
Poor, Alan X Patricia
Popple, Raymond E.& Eliza A.
Porfert, Frederic & Diane
Porter, Charles W.& Virginia
Posovsky, Milton
Potter, Bruce R.S Althea E.
Pratt, Nancy A.
Prentiss, George E.& Edith
Prevett, Jeanne E.
Prigge, William N.& Kirsten 0.
Proctor, Ray A. & Mary M.
Proctor, Stephen G. & Gail P.
Proctor, Jonathon R. & Nancy
Public Service, Co. of N H
Pulis, Muriel J.& Andrea
Putnam, Bruce D.& Dorreen R.
Putney, Roger A.
Pytlik, Charles E. & Albertine
Quesnel, Roger J.& Harriet
Quinn, Laurie




Raitto, Russell G.& Dee M.
Raitto, Mark J.
Raitto, Russell G.& Dee M.
Raitto, Harold N.& Beverly
Raitto, Mark J.
Raitto, Jr., Arthur J.& Dianne
Raitto, Sr. , Arthur
Ralls, Francis L.& Patricia
Ralowicz, Stephen S Philip








Ray, Donald E.& Lois G.
Raymond, Maurice H.& Eliz.T.
Raymond, Wilfred P.& Lena E.
Raynor,Jr., John & Helen W.
Reavill, Lisa K.& R.Wheeler
Reed, Joan M.
Rees, Richard H.& Katherine
Reid Real, Estate Trust
Reid, Trustees, D & J
Reilly, Thomas V.& Jeanne C.








Ridabock, Peter P.& Virginia H.
Ridabock, Peter P.
Ries, Kernel & Harriet D.
Riley, Thomas .Concetta &
Michael




Roberts, Kenneth & Jane
Robertson, Roland & Beatrice
Robichaud, Thomas A.& Jo-Ann
Robichaud, Robert C.& Constance
Robidoux, Edward J & Shirley A.





Rogers, William & Julaine
Rogers, James M.& Eleanor J.
Rogers, William & Julaine
Romano, Joseph E. & Jenny
Rose, Joel L. & Joanne
Rousseau, Robert H.& Lena
Rousseau, Arthur J.& Genevieve
Rousseau, Lola
Roy, Gordon P.& Deborah
MAP
NAME
Roy' s Market Inc . , .
Roy.Sr., Arthur C.& Joyce A.
Roye, Wendell J.
Rudy, Jr. , Dan & Debra
Rugg , Thomas I.& Donna M.
Rugg, Cleron S.
Rumba, Richard G.
Rumnll, Robert & D.Fi tzsimmons
Rush, Lloyd E.8, Gertrude
Russell , Leah E.
Russell, Dorothy
Russell, Raymond
Russell, Dorothy D.& Raymond
Russell, Francis B.& Cecile
Russell, Ralph E.& Mary F.
Russell, Robert P.& Marion L.
Ryan, Dana & Norman J.Chase
Rybak, Aaron








Santis, Robert E.& Arlene B.
Santy.Sr., John D.& Sharon A.
Saturno, Paul M.& Kathleen M.





Schieroth, Herman & Elaine
Schimke, Fred M.& Doris J.
Schimke, Caroline E.& Frederick
Schimke, Fred M.& Doris J.
Schoen, Margaret G. Atticks
Schoonover, Royl M.
Schultz, Robert E.& Phyllis S.
Schumann, Robert & Rose Mary
Scovel, Carl R.& Faith G.
Seilhan, Richard M.
Seipel, Edward D. & Phyllis M.
Seltzer, John C.& Theresa E.




Shay, Howard W. 23,24
Shearer, J. Lowen 15-14,16
Silander, Herbert E. 18,15
Sillanpaa, Glenn W.& Theresa M. 6,23
Silverman, Terry A.& K.Gregory 28,33
Silvia, Anthony R.& Joanne 36,8
Simard,Jr., Norman A.& Mona D. 10,15-5
Simonds, Everett & Alice 12,60-1





Slavic, Fred M.& Rosalind W. 14,4
Smith, Oscar R.& Margaret M. 42,1-72
Smith, Ralph G.& Shirley E. 4,41
Smith, Emily H. 12,53
Smith, Ramona M. 7,8:28,28
Smith, Burgess 2,12
Smith, Harold D. 14,12
Smith, Ronald N.& Pauline M. 7,28-3D
Snell, James D.& Alice E. 24,1
Snow, Lorna K.& Barbara Leith 21,12
Snyder, Raymond W.& Barbara 14,29
Sokol, Thomas J.& M. Madden 4,65,65-1




Spear, Jr., Leroy F. 42,2-90,91
Spezzaferri, Robert & Elizabeth 42,1-81
Spicer, David W.& Beryl A. 21,19-1
10,71:21,29
Spicer, Fannie B. 10,82
Spicer, Estate, Thelma 23,18
10-79,83
7,6
Spicer , Exec . , Patricia 23,19-1
Spoon, Raymond A.& Judith A. 10,44
Sportsmen's Club,




Stark, Daniel J.& Kathleen A. 11,23
15,3-6,7
Starkey, Carleton E.& Brenda 6,8
Starkey, Eugene F. 4,51:12,42
Steiner, Frank W.& E. Paulin 24,1-3
Steinert, Russell CS, Ailsa 12,15
Steinmetz, Janet S.& Hedwig H. 2,9-2
Stevens, Darlene L. 12,49
Stevens, William D.& Pauline B. 4,70-1,74-2
NAME
Stevenson, James
Stewart, John & Margery L.





Stone, Forrest J.& Rachel E.
Stone, David L.





Strickland, Burton L.& Vera L.








Sundquist, C.Daniel & Sandra J.
Sunter,Jr., Roy A.& Betty J.
Sweeney, Francis W.
Swenor, Violet A.
Swenor , Arthur J.
Swenor, Arthur J.& Violet A.
Swezey, Clarence E.& Muriel M.
Swezey, Constance & G.H Neuhoff
T.W.Real Estate Dev.
,
Talaszek, Joseph M.& Margaret
Talbot, Richard
Talbot, Alfred
Tardiff, Joseph E.& Ruth M.
Tarlton, Peter W.







Taylor, Stanley H.& D.Raitto
Taylor, Oliver J.
Taylor, William T.& Elizabeth
Thayer, David R.& Jean
Thayer, E. SherriU
Theall, Robert J.& Diane





Thompson, Eric & Mary W.
Thompson, Alan
Thompson, Todd C.
Thompson, Robert L.& Allyn M.
Tobin et al, Michael & Kathy
Tolton, George R.& Lynda
Tolton, Lynda T.
Tommila, John W.
Tommila, Felix W.& Helmi E.
Tommila, Alan




Tommila, Felix W.& Helmi E.
Toupin, Gerald R.& Linda J.
Tousley, Charles D.& Doris C.
Towle, Phillip A.& Virginia R.
Townsend, Vera E.









Treat, Donald F.& Anne T.
Tree Growers , Inc
. , .
Tripp, William D.& Geraldine
Trovato, Francis A.& Pamela
Trowbridge, Richard K.&
Marjory P,
Troy Mills Inc. , .
Trueax, Bradley J.& Kathleen A.
Trueax, Clyde P.& Faith M.
Tuliano, Edward
MAP
NAME MAP LAND BLDG
Turner, Leonard E.& Donna J.
Twi Lchel 1 , Anne D.




Umior, Edward E.& Grace T.
Underwood, Cathy J.
Underwood, Harriet B.
Vaida, Emil & Pearl B.
Van Blarcom, Edward & Carmen




Veale, Joseph A.& Margaret B.
Vianey, Lucien R.
Viar , William C.
Vincxulla, Anthony
VonKapff,et al , George R.
W.F.P.Inc, .
Wagner, Henry C.& Angeline C.
Waino, Selma
Walden.Jr., Edward C.& Valerie
Walker, Robert P.
Wallace, Charles C.& Barbara
Wallace, Barbara L.
Wallace, Charles C.& Barbara
Wallace, Margaret N.
Wallace, Charles C.8. Barbara







Watkins, Lonnie M.& Lillian
Wear, Stephen E.& Florence
Webber, C. Richard
Webster, Marjorie A.






Wendry, Richard & Janice
Wentworth, Eric
Wentzell, Richard





Wharton, Richard T.& Jeanine M.
Wheeler, Michael R.& Marion A.
Whipple, Richard
Whipple, Daley E.& Catherine S.
Whipple, Frank D.
Whipple, Daley E.& Catherine S.
Whipple, Jr., Henry W.
Whipple, Sr., Henry W.
Whitcomb, Wendall W.& Regina A.
White, Robert
White, Dave W. & Lorraine
White, Silas
White, Marilyn M.
White, Dave W.& Lorraine





Whiting, George E.& Kathryn E.
Whitraore, Raymore & Laura
Whittemore, Margaret M
Whittemore, Edward & Kathleen
Wilder, John F.& Ann H.




Williams, Kevin J.& Nancy E.
Williams, Mary E.
Williams, Kevin J.& Nancy E.
Williams, Edward R.
Williams, Kevin J.& Nancy E.
Williams, Stanley D.8. Mary E.
Williams, Simon M.& Eudora M.
Williams, Susan W.
Wilmot, Earl R.








Wood, Jesse M.& Ethel
Woodard, Virginia B.
Woodruff, William
Wright, Winston A.& Jane R.
Wursche, Robert
Wyraan, David K.& Nancy B.
Yablonski , John I
.
Yantiss, Alvin C.& Gladys F.
Yasvin, Thomas A.& Frances R.
Yglesias, Luis & Abigail Elias
Yon, Althea L.
Yon, Edward P.& Rosemary Carte
Young, Wallace H.8. Irene
Zajack, Robert
Zennsky, Robert
Zimmerman, Susan M.& Martha J.




The Sports field Committee is slowly but surely working towards
its goal.
Our first project was to find a suitable area for a field. Sev-
eral flat areas of land being privately owned were not for sale or not
the right size. Property behind Webber's Store and on Route 12 south,
just beyond Keene Clinic,were ruled out because of wet land and drain-
age problems. Our choice was Emerson field behind the Emerson School.
Some work has already been done on the field and it is centrally lo-
cated and easily accessible to school children and recreation programs.
The land is owned by the Monadnock Regional School District as is land
where our tennis courts and pole barn are located and seems to pose no
problems according to the lease and the School Board.
We would like to thank the town highway department for all the
rough fill from the Fullam Hill road project. The current estimate of
fill to bring the field to level is about 8,000 yards. We would appre-
ciate any fill from other town projects. Any rough fill will help
reduce the amount of better grade fill needed later on to finish the
playing area.
We have also discussed having a construction company drill test
holes around home plate area to determine if it would be cost efficient
and safe to rip down the ledge. By lowering home plate area, we could
reduce the overall cost for fill to level the field. We will continue
to look into this project.
I talked with Mr. Dave Edkins, Southwestern Regional Planning
Commission, about applying for matching grants or funds through the
land and water conservation fund. Grants are awarded through the
Federal National Park Service. I have sent for, and received, infor-
mation for application for this grant from John B. Penny, Concord, N H.
Cost of fence was discussed with Grover Howe of Cheshire Oil.
The existing back stop and k^ fence on the right and left of the back-
stop, which he put in about 10 years ago, is in excellent condition.
There will be no permanent outfield fence as this would limit the use
of the field to little league ball only. By leaving the field open,
utilizing a portable, collapsible fence when needed for little league
or Softball, field hockey, soccer or other sports, or events needing
an open flat area could use the sport sfi eld also. Price for this wo\ild
depend upon fence and post gauge and whether or not a jack hammer would
have to be used to get through the ledge.
The construction of two dugouts was discussed with Harold Raitto.
Price of cement, block, size of building, labor, etc. would determine
final cost of dugouts.
The $500.00 alloted this committee to further this study was not
used.
We will continue to work on the Sport sfield project.
Respectfully submitted.
Sue Bemis
Chairman
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